WHAT’S INFOSOP?
Infosop is a mobile application created to give complete and accessible information to
patients with PCOS, so that they know their disease and can act accordingly to reduce the
appearance of complications associated with it. This application has been developed as
an optimal health education method for the time in which we are, in which almost
anyone has access to a mobile and can download apps for everything. In this way, patients
with PCOS have in their mobiles complete and verified information about the PCOS that
they can consult whenever they need it.

WHY WE NEED AN APP ABOUT PCOS?
In our time, when someone wants to know something, the usual is to consult on the Internet,
where you do not always find true information, and even more on those occasions in which to
obtain complete information in the bibliography is complicated. In the case of SOP, you can get
scarce information if you do not have access to specialized medical bibliography, and therefore
it is essential to give this information accessibility to patients who need it.
The creation of a good method of health education on PCOS is vital since it affects 6-8% of the
general population, being the most common endocrine disease in women of reproductive age
and the most common cause of infertility.

WHAT’S SPECIAL ON INFOSOP?
It is the first application in Spain about polycystic ovary syndrome and is also the only
one in the world that tries to give complete and truthful information about this
syndrome.
I am currently developing it in other languages in order to reach the world population
and learn how to manage the PCOS in the best possible way, so that they know
themselves well and can anticipate and/or prevent the complications of PCOS.

WHY DID I START THIS PROJECT?
I was diagnosed with SOP at age 15, my health was getting worse, my weight and my
symptoms increased. Two years ago, I decided I didn't want to go on like this and develop
diabetes mellitus, obesity and other problems like infertility, I thought there must be
something to help me avoid it.
Nowadays, applying a balanced diet and performing moderate physical exercise daily, I
managed to control my symptoms completely, my health has improved and biochemical,
ultrasound and anthropometric tests prove it. So I decided to do my final Project on SOP,
so that like me, other women can know how to treat the syndrome to decide on their
future.

CONCLUSIONS
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Certain dietary aguidelines may help PCOS women to improve insulin
resistance, thereby reducing hyperinsulinism, hyperandrogenism (normalized
cycles and symptoms decline), risk of developing concomitant diseases and
need for pharmacotherapy. It improves ovarian function and normalizes
ovulation: fertility. This is the reason why I have developed my oun method of
health education, because it is necessary the knowledge and awareness of
patients with PCOS on their syndrome to be able to act with this approach and
improve their health and quality of life.
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